
Everyone has their own Life Star, which describes 
one’s personality and serves as a means of ascertain-
ing additional information about individual’s per-
sonality and luck. It is based on Hou Tian Trigram ar-
rangement and Luo Shu numbers, while the nine (9) 
Life Stars are named after their inherent numbers and 
colors: One - White, Two - Black, Three - Jade, Four - 
Green, Five - Yellow, Six - White, Seven - Red, Eight - 
White and Nine - Purple. Each Life Star has its own set 
of eight directions that affect an individual’s health, 
wealth and relationships, providing information es-
sential for establishing a proper Feng Shui set-up. 

It is very easy to calculate your Life Star since it 
comes from adding together the last two digits of 
your birth year until a single digit appears. Males 
should subtract that number from 10, while females 
should add that number to 5, adding the digits to-
gether until a new single digit appears. The final sin-
gle digit represents your Life Star! 

* When dealing with Life Stars, you should know the 
following:
• This way of calculating the Life Star is valid only for 
births in the 20th century. 
• This system is based on the Solar year that starts 
in the beginning of February, so all those born in 
January (up to the Feb 4th), should use the previous 
year as their birth year.
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Your Life Star is 1 
Assistance, Nobleman, Authority 

Life Star 1 people should expect a smooth flow through-
out the Fire Rooster year. They will be calm and re-
sourceful, but also strong, determined and focused on 
their career and achievements. The good news is that 
they will also meet their Noble people who will provide 
them with guidance, a valuable piece of advice and a 
practical help. This is the year of their growth and devel-
opment, when the most of their needs will be met and 
when they can achieve more, with a little help of oth-
ers. The Fire Rooster year is also favorable for Life Star 
1 people’s spiritual quest, hence some of them could 
show greater interest in philosophy, psychology, spiritual 
development and meditation techniques. Career-wise, 
since they can more easily gain the support of authori-
ties, these individuals are also set for promotions and re-
ceiving recognition for their abilities. They should work 
hard and do their best in order to achieve as much as 
possible in 2017, for 2018 will be more challenging.

Tip for 2017: 
Using Southeast or East for desk placement may im-
prove Life Star 1 people’s finances, while sleeping in SE 
or NE can reflect positively on their relationship.
Favorable months in 2017: February, June and 
November (romance); May, July (wealth), September
Challenging months in 2017: April, January 2018 
(halts), October (health)
Unfavorable locations/directions in 2017: South
Favorable locations in 2017: North (strength, author-
ity),  NE (relationships)
Favorable directions in 2017: SE, NE, East

Your Life Star is 2 
CREATION, PERSONAL GROWTH, 
COMMUNICATION

An interesting year is ahead for Life Star 2 people, when 
they will feel alert, creative and industrious. In 2017 
they can also find themselves becoming more cheer-
ful, relaxed - and ready to enjoy life and be with oth-
ers. The time is right for them to show their abilities, 
and go public with their products or services. Since they 
can find the true power now in joining forces with oth-
ers, the partnerships can prove to be rewarding this year. 
Others will be very open and accessible, providing them 
practical help and/or information, and encouraging Life 
Star 2 people to transform into the better version of 

themselves. When it comes to females, the time is addi-
tionally favorable to expand the family. 

Tip for 2017:
Using East for desk placement may improve Life Star 2 
people’s career and finances, while sleeping in East can 
also reflect positively on their relationship. 
Favorable months in 2017: August (wealth), October 
(relationships)
Challenging months in 2017: February, November 
(halts)
Unfavorable locations/directions in 2017: South
Favorable locations in 2017: East, North
Favorable directions in 2017: East, North

Your Life Star is 3 
WEALTH, OPPORTUNITIES, 
LOVE FOR MALES 

Life Star 3 people will certainly meet wealth opportu-
nities in the Fire Rooster year, hence they should con-
sider the ways to advance in career and/or improve 
their finances. Tough the overall development might 
not be as fast as Life Star 3 people would like it to be 
(this year comes to Life Star 3 people with important 
lesson about patience and persistence), everything will 
still develop in their favor during the Fire Rooster year. 
2017 is especially beneficial for entrepreneurs and all 
those wanting to expand their business and provide 
stable sources of income. 

When it comes to males, their Love Luck is very good 
throughout 2017, and while those in a relationship might 
consider a marriage, the singles should go out and date 
more, for they could more easily find their match. 

Tip for 2017:
Using East for desk placement and working direction 
may improve Life Star 3 people’s finances, while sleeping 
in Southwest can reflect positively on their relationship. 
Favorable months in 2017: May (strength), July (sup-
port), August, September (wealth)
Challenging months in 2017: March, December (halts), 
June (health)
Unfavorable locations/directions in 2017: South 
Favorable locations in 2017: East, SE
Favorable directions in 2017: East, SE, West 
(except W2)
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Your Life Star is 4 
IDEAS, COOPERATION, VISIBILITY

The Fire Rooster year will deliver more enthusiasm and 
energy into the lives of Life Star 4 people. Accordingly, 
they will have a load of ideas and a lot of plans, as they 
will be tempted to go into many directions simultaneous-
ly. They will also feel very creative, as they might want 
to share their talents, abilities and knowledge with the 
world. While chasing life and displaying their capabilities 
in 2017, Life Star 4 people should pay attention not to 
hurry, because they are people who tend to create a lot 
of unfinished business, which can hold them back even-
tually. In such a way, what matters in 2017 is that they 
make a break now and then, in order to realize what re-
ally matters, in every particular situation.

This year is also important for their career and reputation, 
for they can get long desired recognition for their talents and 
efforts. For females, 2017 also brings opportunity to date 
more, establish a serious relationship and expand the family. 

Tip for 2017:
Using East or North for desk placement and working di-
rection may improve Life Star 4 people’s finances, while 
sleeping in North, SE or NE can reflect positively on their 
relationship.
Favorable months in 2017: March, May, August and 
December (romance)
Challenging months in 2017: April, January 2018 (halts), 
July (health)
Unfavorable locations/directions in 2017: South
Favorable locations in 2017: NE, SE, East, West
Favorable directions in 2017: SE, North, NE, East

Your Life Star is 5 
WEALTH OPPORTUNITIES, HEALTH 
ISSUES, CONFUSION

The Fire Rooster year will move Life Star 5 people out 
of their comfort zone, hence they can expect more ac-
tivity, which will also come with - uncertainty. They will 
also meet some wealth opportunities in 2017, but in or-
der to get the most of them, they should be more flex-
ible and ready to adjust and adopt some new ways. In 
this regard, the Fire Rooster year might be good for en-
trepreneurs, bringing them potentials for expansion and 
increase of profits; this will work best for those engaged 
in communication, transportation, tourism, wellness and 
spa business. 

When it comes to health, Life Star 5 people should make 
sure to keep their kidneys warm this year, especially 
in winter. They should also avoid overeating, and they 
should consider fasting once a week, in order to detox 
the body and clear the overall energy. For males, 2017 
also brings very good Love Luck, hence delivering signifi-
cant relationship opportunities. 

Tip for 2017:
Using East for desk placement and working direction 
may improve Life Star 5 people’s finances.
Favorable months in 2017: February, November 
(wealth)
Challenging month in 2017: August (health)
Unfavorable locations/directions in 2017: South
Favorable locations in 2017: East, North
Favorable directions in 2017: East, NW, North

Your Life Star is 6 
RELATIONSHIP, HARMONY, ILLNESS

Life Star 6 people may find their peace and the sense of 
harmony in dealing with others during the course of the 
Fire Rooster year. Accordingly, they might notice that they 
feel better about themselves and others, while the others 
may perceive them as more understanding and flexible. 
2017 is an opportunity for these individuals to find the 
balance in their life, to enjoy interacting with others more, 
and show their approachable and helpful side.

When it comes to relationships, 2017 may prove to be 
important for Life Star 6 people, since it brings good love 
luck and relationship opportunities, especially to adult 
males. Accordingly, although single males with sound 
health should sleep in NW in order to improve their re-
lationship luck, elderly people and males with digestion 
issues and weak health should stay away from NW in 
2017. Health-wise, it is important that Life Star 6 people 
pay more attention to their health throughout 2017, and 
make an effort to change some bad dieting habits.

Tip for 2017:
Using East for desk placement and working direction 
may improve Life Star 6 people’s finances, while sleep-
ing in Northwest can reflect positively on singles’ Love 
Luck. 
Favorable months in 2017: March (wealth), May, 
December (wealth)
Challenging months in 2017: June (halts), April, January 
2018 (disputes)
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Unfavorable locations/directions in 2017: South
Favorable locations in 2017: East, NE
Favorable directions in 2017: NE, East, North

Your Life Star is 7 
WEALTH OPPORTUNITIES, ACTIVITY, 
COURAGE 

Life Star 7 people will get a boost of energy throughout 
2017, feeling more courageous, enterprising and industri-
ous. They will pursue their goals in more open ways, show-
ing also more ambition and determination when it comes 
to important objectives. Since the Wealth Luck is on their 
side in the Fire Rooster year, they should be alert, for they 
are likely to meet wealth opportunities, especially in spring. 
Moreover, the atmosphere is favorable for dealing with 
others and uniting forces with them; though some part-
nerships may prove to be challenging, opportunities they 
bring make them worth of compromises. When it comes to 
males in particular, they can expect a very good relation-
ship luck, hence the Fire Rooster year may bring dating, re-
lationship and marriage opportunities.

Tip for 2017:
Using West for desk placement (except W2), may im-
prove Life Star 7 people’s finances, as sleeping in West 
can also reflect positively on their relationship.  
Favorable months in 2017: April, January 2018 (wealth)
Challenging month in 2017: July (halts)
Unfavorable locations/directions in 2017: South
Favorable locations in 2017: East, SW, NW, NE
Favorable directions in 2017: East, NE, SW, NW

Your Life Star is 8 
TALENTI, PROGRES, ROMANSA

After facing stagnation and halts for the most of 2016, Life 
Star 8 people may expect to enter more receptive, gen-
tle and romantic mood in 2017. The Fire Rooster year will 
reawake their interests in knowledge and education, and 
while some of them might attend new courses, the others 
may engage more in lecturing themselves. In this respect, 
Life Star 8 people will also look for the ways to improve their 
knowledge, perfect their skills, get recognition for their abili-
ties and increase the status and reputation. 
When it comes to their Love Luck, the year of 2017 will bring 
more romantic atmosphere and relationship opportunities, es-
pecially for young males. However, all Life Star 8 individuals’ so-
cial life may be improved, together with their Love Luck, espe-
cially with sleeping and/or spending more time in NE area.

Tip for 2017:
Using East or NW for desk placement may improve Life Star 
8 people’s finances, while sleeping in NE can reflect posi-
tively on their relationship. 
Favorable months in 2017: February, November (wealth, 
relationships), May (wealth)
Challenging month in 2017: August
Unfavorable locations/directions in 2017: South
Favorable locations in 2017: East, SE, North, NW
Favorable directions in 2017: East, North, NW

Your Life Star is 9 
HARDSHIP, BAD IDEAS, POOR EXECUTION

A challenging year awaits for the Life Star 9 peo-
ple, when they may face unexpected turn of events. 
Therefore, although they could work hard, the results 
might not be either fast, or satisfactory. Accordingly, not 
everything is going to be easy for them in 2017, hence 
they should expect to face some obstacles, halts and 
prolongation. In this regard, they should simply accept 
the limitations which 2017 brings to them, while doing 
their best to show their abilities. Although some of these 
individuals may become more ambitious in 2017, they 
will also have to learn to be patient, and find the ways 
to get out of what they don’t feel comfortable with. 
Forcing desired development may prove to be counter-
productive, for they can oversee important matters. For 
big players who dare to accept the huge risk, 2017 may 
still bring outstanding opportunities. However, the suc-
cess comes after a lot of fights and trials. 

Tip for 2017:
Using East or SE for desk placement and working direc-
tion may improve Life Star 9 people’s finances, while 
sleeping in North or Northeast can reflect positively in 
their relationships.
Favorable months in 2017: May, June (wealth), 
February, November (support)
Challenging month in 2017: September (halts)
Unfavorable locations/directions in 2017: South
Favorable locations in 2017: SE, NE, West
Favorable directions in 2017: West, SE, East

Althea S.T. has made her best efforts to produce this highest qual-
ity, informative and helpful article. Although she has verified the 
technical accuracy of the information and contents of this mate-
rial, she makes no representation or warranties of any kind with 
regard to the contents of this article and accepts no liability of any 
kind for losses or damages caused or alleged to be caused directly 
or indirectly from using the information contained herein.
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AUTHOR
Althea S.T. is an author and Life Style Consultant, whose consultations provide infor-
mative guidance in everything you might need on the path to creating the life you want. 
Classical Feng Shui consultation illuminates important information about your property 
and the best ways to utilize it in order to make use of its potentials. Four Pillars consulta-
tion enables understanding of your life path and the current moment of your life. It also 
guides you in anticipating upcoming changes - in order to make the best choices and to 
create the most efficient strategy when it comes to using what life has to offer in the near 
future. Althea can be reached for Feng Shui and/or Four Pillars (Ba Zi) consultation via 
email: info@altheafengshui.com or classicallyfengshuied@gmail.com 

Check the luck of your property in Althea’s text Your Feng Shui in 2017…
Check your personal luck in Althea’s text Your Chinese Zodiac sign luck in the Fire Rooster year 
(previously calculate your Ba Zi chart on www.classicallyfengshuied.info/bazi-calculator). 

• Study Four Pillars Chinese astrology and Classical Feng Shui in Europe, in the best man-
ner of Asian Masters’ tradition. Take an advantage of studying Classical Feng Shui for 
Practitioners in small groups or one-to-one with a Master. Enroll for an intense three day 
Genuine Feng Shui & Chinese astrology introductory, conducted in English and scheduled for 
the beginning of June 2017 in Zurich, Switzerland, or a 7 day Advanced Practitioners Feng Shui 
course (part 1,2,3), with Four Pillars introduction in November 2017, also in Zurich.

• To learn more about Classical Feng Shui, for a sneak peak at consultations and course 
content, to find your daily Yi Jing wisdom, to assess monthly favorable dates, to calcu-
late Flying Stars for your property or your personal Four Pillars chart, to read more about 
Nobleman concept, to understand the importance of the Three Treasures on human life 
or to find other intriguing topics, visit us at: www.classicallyfengshuied.info and 
www.altheafengshui.com
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